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MATLAB Differential EquationsApress, 2014

	MATLAB is a high-level language and environment for numerical computation, visualization, and programming. Using MATLAB, you can analyze data, develop algorithms, and create models and applications. The language, tools, and built-in math functions enable you to explore multiple approaches and reach a solution faster than with spreadsheets or...
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Managing Electronic Media: Making, Marketing, and Moving Digital ContentFocal Press, 2010

	Managing Electronic Media recognizes the changes in technology in the global marketplace and the impact these innovations have on media organizations and their integral business practices. It goes beyond the typical media management book by covering media enterprises as large scale businesses that must operate in a...
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Algorithms For Dummies (For Dummies (Computers))For Dummies, 2017

	Discover how algorithms shape and impact our digital world


	All data, big or small, starts with algorithms. Algorithms are mathematical equations that determine what we see—based on our likes, dislikes, queries, views, interests, relationships, and more—online. They are, in a sense, the electronic gatekeepers to...
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Mathematical Tools for Data Mining: Set Theory, Partial Orders, Combinatorics (Advanced Information and Knowledge Processing)Springer, 2008
The maturing of the field of data mining has brought about an increased level of mathematical sophistication. Such disciplines like topology, combinatorics, partially ordered sets and their associated algebraic structures (lattices and Boolean algebras), and metric spaces are increasingly applied in data mining research. This book presents these...
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Return on Engagement: Content, Strategy, and Design Techniques for Digital MarketingFocal Press, 2010

	Achieve the return on engagement that you seek with integrated strategies for honing and maintaining online relationships through personal interaction and compelling digital content. You get specific techniques for Web page optimization, credibility-based design, keyword targeting, viral video, content dissemination through RSS feeds, and...
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GPU-Based Techniques for Global Illumination Effects (Synthesis Lectures on Computer Graphics)Morgan and Claypool Publishers, 2008
Real-time rendering poses severe computational requirements to computers. In order to maintain a continuous looking motion for the human eye, at least 20 images need to be generated in each second. An image consists of about a million pixels, which means that for a single pixel the visible point and its color should be computed in less than 50 ns...
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Utilizing Information Technology Systems Across Disciplines: Advancements in the Application of Computer Science (Premier Reference Source)Information Science Publishing, 2009


	In the information technology age coupled with computer advances, information systems have become an

	integral part of many disciplines; accordingly, business, marketing, medicine, communication, banking,

	geography, physics, chemistry, aviation, pilots, forensics, agriculture, and even traf.c lights have one

	thing in common called...
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Calculus Demystified : A Self Teaching GuideMcGraw-Hill, 2002
LEARNING CALCULUS JUST GOT A LOT EASIER!
 Here’s an innovative shortcut to gaining a more intuitive understanding of both differential and integral calculus. In Calculus Demystified an experienced teacher and author of more than 30 books puts all the math background you need inside and uses practical examples,...
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MBA In A Day: What You Would Learn At Top-Tier Business SchoolsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2004

	Praise for MBA IN A DAY®


	"Dr. Stralser’s book, MBA in a Day is must reading for every physician who is in a management role, anticipates management responsibilities, or functions in a private, solo, or group practice setting. Insights into the fundamentals of management, marketing, personnel management, finance, and...
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Introduction to Real Analysis (2nd Edition)Pearson Education, 2000

	This text is a single variable real analysis text, designed for the one-year course at the junior, senior, or beginning graduate level. It provides a rigorous and comprehensive treatment of the theoretical concepts of analysis. The book contains most of the topics covered in a text of this nature, but it also includes many...
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Applications in Engineering, Life and Social Sciences (De Gruyter Reference)De Gruyter, 2019

	Fractional Calculus (FC) has originated in 1695, nearly at the same time as conventional calculus. However, FC attracted limited attention and remained a pure mathematical exercise in spite of the original contributions of important mathematicians,

	physicists and engineers. FC had a rapid development during the last few decades,

	both in...
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Developing B2B Social Communities: Keys to Growth, Innovation, and Customer LoyaltyApress, 2013

	Developing B2B Social Communities: Keys to Growth, Innovation, and Customer Loyalty explains why business-to-business companies need a robust online community strategy to survive and flourish in today’s changing economy and shows you how to design and execute your company’s strategy successfully.

...
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